REVIEWER: Dona Williams

PRODUCT MGR. NO. 15

Record Number(s) 194, 146

FILE OR REG NO. 56493-TT

PRODUCT NAME TERMINATOR INSECTICIDE CATTLE EAR TAG

COMPANY NAME & ADDRESS Fermenta Animal Road

7528 Auburn Road, P.O. BOX 8001, Painesville, OH 44077

SUBMISSION PURPOSE Product needs clarification/ rational for change in

signal word as recommended by PL reviewer.

CHEMICAL & FORMULATION ear tags (20% Diazinon ai; 80%
inert ingredients).

PRODUCT USES Clipped to cattle ears to control labeled specified

insects.

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

The change in signal word to caution was determined through extrapolation of the acute oral toxicity value of the technical material. This change was discussed and based on this particular formulation it was decided that the original signal word (warning) should be retained [although the percentage of ai was smaller, the ai remain in its pure form without adulteration].

INERT INGREDIENTS UTILIZATION IS NOT INCLUDED